
RODRIGO POLLERO
FORWARD



DATA SHEET

FIRST NAME RODRIGO

DATE OF BIRTH 14/09/1996

NATIONALITY URUGUAYAN

CLUB SCHAFFHAUSEN

POSITION

HEIGHT

WEIGHT

PREFERRED FOOT

FORWARD

1.86CM

79KG

RIGHT FOOTED

LAST NAME POLLERO LÓPEZ

https://es.soccerway.com/teams/switzerland/fc-schaffhausen/2184/
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Passes to final
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Forward passes /
accurate
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duels / won



TACTICAL ANALYSIS

FINISHING

He has great finishing skills. He
ends up the play in various ways,
such as by shooting down to the
post, heading in set pieces and
from outside the box. He creates
many goal opportunities.

MOBILITY

He constantly moves and looks for
dropping back to associate with
midfielders and shows up on the
sides. It allows him to create play
as an option to advance in attack.
He continuously moves into space.

POSTING

He is a key player for the direct play.
His skills allow him to get away from
the marker by protecting the ball
and passing to his teammates. He
can also make headers to try putting
teammates into play. He has a great
aerial play.



TACTICAL ANALYSIS

UNMARKING

He makes diagonal runs in behind
the defenders. He is smart to
unmark and avoid offside. He
manages the tempo of play and
then plays quick with deep passes.
He knows how to generate diagonal
runs from inside to outside and vice
versa.

INSIDE THE BOX

He generates many goal chances
because of how smart he is inside
the box. He gets positional
advantage from his short diagonals.
He does posting actions to drop
balls near the 18-yard box. He is
good at the aerial play and one-
touch finishing.

AERIAL DUELS

He has a great aerial play. He has a
good height that uses to win aerial
duels inside the box. He jumps high
and connects well with lateral
crosses. He creates chances from
frontal deliveries sent by his
defenders. 



SOCIAL MEDIA

@RODRIPOLLO09 @RODRIPO09

https://www.instagram.com/rodrigopo09/
https://twitter.com/rodripollo09?lang=ca

